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Outline

• Introduce coherent and incoherent F-statistic search 
techniques for continuous gravitational waves.

• Outline detection and upper limit pipeline for CW 
searches using F-statistic.

• Report on preliminary CW upper limits for the Demorest 
et al. (2012) NANOGrav data set.

• Introduce new first-order likelihood method for stochastic 
gravitational wave background detection.

• Briefly outline future work. 2
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The Current (?) State of Affairs
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Overall we will be dominated by the stochastic 
GW background. However, single “bright” 
resolvable sources may stand out above the 
background.

Expected that many 
sources will have non-
negligible eccentricity. 
(However algorithms that 
assume circular orbits 
should still be ok.)

Kocsis & Sesana, 2011 Roedig & Sesana, 2011
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Important Features of F-Statistics

• Fully implemented in time domain so no problems with 
irregular sampling

• Take timing model into account via projection matrices

• Can handle both uncorrelated and correlated colored 
noise

• Can confidently detect sources and estimate sky location 
and frequency
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OPTIMAL STRATEGIES FOR CONTINUOUS WAVE DETECTION 3

residuals for pulsar α in the following form

rα(t, Ω̂) = sα(t, Ω̂) + nα(t) = se
α(t, Ω̂) + sp

α(t, Ω̂) + nα(t)

=
4�

i=1

�
ai(ζ, ι,φ0,ψ)Ai

α(t,θ,ϕ,ω0)
�

+ sp
α(t,ζ, ι,φ0,ψ,θ,ϕ,ω0,Lα) + nα(t),

(16)

where ζ =M5/3D−1, nα(t) is the noise for each pulsar and

sp
α = F+(Ω̂)s+(tp) + F×(Ω̂)s×(tp). (17)

Hereon we will refer to the summation term as the Earth term
and sp

α as the pulsar term. We write the combination of chirp
mass and luminosity distance to the binary as one parameter
because the two can not be disentangled unless there is a mea-
surement of ḟ , which we do not consider here. It is customary
to label the parameters (ζ, ι,φ0,ψ) and (θ,ϕ,ω0) extrinsic and
intrinsic parameters (Jaranowski et al. 1998), respectively. We
then define the amplitudes and time dependent basis functions

a1 = ζ
�
(1 + cos2 ι)cos2φ0 cos2ψ + 2cos ιsin2φ0 sin2ψ

�

a2 = −ζ
�
(1 + cos2 ι) sin2φ0 cos2ψ − 2cos ιcos2φ0 sin2ψ

�

a3 = ζ
�
(1 + cos2 ι)cos2φ0 sin2ψ − 2cos ιsin2φ0 cos2ψ

�

a4 = −ζ
�
(1 + cos2 ι) sin2φ0 sin2ψ + 2cos ιcos2φ0 cos2ψ

�

(18)

and

A1
α = F+

α(Ω̂)ω(t)−1/3 sin(2Φ�(t))

A2
α = F+

α(Ω̂)ω(t)−1/3 cos(2Φ�(t))

A3
α = F×

α (Ω̂)ω(t)−1/3 sin(2Φ�(t))

A4
α = F×

α (Ω̂)ω(t)−1/3 cos(2Φ�(t)),

(19)

where Φ�(t) = Φ(t)−Φ0. Throughout this work we assume that
the source is slowly evolving (i.e. the phase is independent of
the chirp mass) and ω(t) ≈ ω0 and Φ�(t) ≈ ω0t.

3. THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION AND THE F -STATISTIC

Here we will introduce our formalism and derive the like-
lihood function and F-statistic (the log-likelihood ratio max-
imized over extrinsic parameters) for PTAs. We will also dis-
cuss the statistical properties of the F-statistic in the presence
and absence of a signal and show that we obtain the expected
behavior for PTA data.

3.1. Likelihood
For a pulsar timing array with M pulsars we define the prob-

ability distribution function of the presumed Gaussian noise
as multivariate Gaussian

p(n) =
1√

det2πΣn
exp

�
−1

2
nT Σ−1

n n
�

, (20)

where

n =





n1
n2
...

nM



 (21)
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Figure 1. SMBHB waveforms in two different regimes. Each plot shows the
waveform before (dotted blue) and after fitting (solid green) for a full timing
model including spin-down, astrometeric and binary parameters. Top Panel:
The Earth and pulsar term modulations lie within the same frequency bin.
Bottom Panel: The Earth term and pulsar term modulations are in different
frequency bins.

is the vector of the noise time-series, nα(t), for all pulsars,

Σn =





Σn,1 S12 . . . S1M
S21 Σn,2 . . . S2M
...

...
. . .

...
S1M S2M . . . Σn,M



 (22)

is the multivariate covariance matrix, and

Σn,α = �nαnT
α� (23)

Sαβ = �nαnT
β�|α�=β (24)

are the auto-covariance and cross-covariance matrices of the
pulsar noise for pulsar α and pulsar pair (α,β), respectively.
It is important to note that in the case of uncorrelated noise,
the off-diagonal cross covariance matrices, Sαβ , vanish. In
practice, we do not know the auto-covariance matrices a priori
and we must estimate them from our data, rα. The details of
this procedure will be discussed in another paper (Ellis et al.
2012b). For this work, we note that in the small signal regime
(which is almost certainly the case for our real PTA data sets)
the auto-covariance matrix of the data is

Σr,α = �rαrT
α� = �sαsT

α�+ �nαnT
α�

≈ �nαnT
α� = Σn,α,

(25)

since the amplitude of the signal is much smaller than the
noise. Therefore, it is possible to make an estimate of the
auto-covariance matrix of the noise, Σn,α from our observable
data rα(t).

In order to time pulsars, a timing model is fit out of the pul-
sar TOAs via a weighted least squares fitting routine (Hobbs
et al. 2006). This procedure can be expressed via a data-
independent linear operator R (see Demorest et al. 2012 for
details) so that4

r̃ = Rr, (26)

4 Henceforth we will use a tilde to denote the pulsar timing model fit.

The Signal and Timing Model
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Define pre-fit residuals as:

where each     is a constant that depends on 4 extrinsic parameters and each       is a 
time dependent basis function that depends on 3 intrinsic parameters.   

Earth term Pulsar Term
rα(t) =

4�

i=1

�
ai(ζ, ι, Φ0, ψ)Ai

α(θ,φ,ω0, t)
�
+ pα(ζ, ι, Φ0, ψ, θ, φ,ω0, Lα, t)

ai Ai
α

Define a projection matrix        for each pulsar contains the full linearized timing 
model and  converts pre-fit residuals into post-fit residuals:

Rα

A tilde denotes fitting



R1 0 . . . 0
0 R2 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . Rn









r1

r2
...

rM




= Rr =





r̃1

r̃2
...

r̃M




= r̃

post-fit
pre-fit
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The      and      statistics
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Fe Fp

Ellis et al, 2012 arXiv:1204.4218v1 
(recently accepted to ApJ)

Define two search statistics:

Fe -statistic: - Drop pulsar term from signal model and analytically maximize 
likelihood over 4 amplitudes that depend on extrinsic parameters.

- Coherent statistic that depends on 3 unknown search parameters

Fp -statistic: - Put all pulsar dependence in 2M amplitudes and analytically 
maximize the likelihood over 2M amplitudes

- Incoherent statistic that only depends on frequency (essentially 
a time domain analog to a weighted spectral summing statistic)

Both statistics have well known statistical properties and false alarm rates can be 
determined through analytic calculations
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Outline of detection pipeline
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MultiNest 
F-statistic

code

.tim file

F-statistic
code

F0

F0 ≥ Fdetect Detection!

.par file

tempo2

Residuals Design Matrix

yes

Make Posterior
probability plots

and estimate
parameters

noRun Upper limit 
calculation

Noise Estimation

Pα
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OPTIMAL STRATEGIES FOR CONTINUOUS WAVE DETECTION 9

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Posterior probability distribution functions for sky location and orbital frequency for a network SNR=14 injection with and without red noise. Here
we have used a PTA with 25 pulsars. The vertical lines indicated the injected parameters and the contours are the one, two and three sigma contours. (a): 100
ns white noise. (b): 100 ns white noise and uncorrelated red noise with amplitude A = 4.22× 10−33 s−1.1 and γ = 4.1. We see that the sky location and orbital
frequency have all been recovered at the one-sigma level in both cases.

4.3. Implementation of the detection statistics
Here we will test our detection statistics on mock data sets

with injected SMBHB GW signals in the presence of white
and red Gaussian noise. We will focus primarily on the Fe-
statistic since, as we will show, it is a more robust detection
statistic. Then, we will implement a procedure to produce a
sensitivity curve for the GW strain amplitude as a function of
frequency for a simulated NANOGrav (Demorest et al. 2012)
array and plausible SKA arrays.

Figure 4 shows the posterior probability distributions of the
intrinsic search parameters for simulated SMBHB signals in
the presence of 100 ns white noise (Figure 4(a)) and uncor-
related red noise with amplitude A = 4.22× 10−33 s−1.1 and
γ = 4.1 (Figure 4(b)). The two cases do have different re-
alizations of the white noise, however, we can see that the Fe-
statistic does a very good job of determining the frequency
and sky location of the source. In general, the Fe-statistic is
more robust than the Fp statistic because it produces explicit
estimates of the sky location as well as the frequency, which
is very important when looking for electromagnetic counter-
parts (Sesana et al. 2012; Tanaka et al. 2012).

It is possible to produce a sensitivity curve by a method
that is similar to what we use to set upper limits. In this case
we begin with simulated data with a given level of noise and
no signal present. We follow the method presented in Sec.
4.1 except we now look for strain amplitude that gives a false
alarm probability that is less than than our threshold (10−4

in our case) in 95% of realizations for each frequency. For
clarity, we define the strain amplitude as

h = 2
M5/3(π fgw)2/3

D
, (67)

where fgw = ω0/π. This amplitude comes from the overall
scaling factor that results in differentiating Equation (12) and
(13) with respect to time. For simplicity and speed we have
simplified this method for our sensitivity plots. Instead of per-
forming a search at each frequency, we simply evaluate theFe
and Fp statistics at the values of the injected parameters. The
purpose of these sensitivity plots is to illustrate the overall fea-

tures of the different detection statistics and to give order of
magnitude estimates of expected sensitivity for real data.

We have produced various sensitivity curves for both theFe
and Fp statistics in Figure 5. The two scenarios that we look
at are a 17 pulsar simulated NANOGrav array in which we
use the real sky location and timing models of the NANOGrav
pulsars, and a simulated PTA with 100 pulsars at random sky
locations. The loss in sensitivity at GW frequencies of 1yr−1

and 0.5yr−1 are due to the fitting of the pulsar’s sky location
and proper motion, and parallax, respectively. It is important
to note that the sensitivity curves for the Fe and Fp statistics
in the 17 pulsar case are very similar. Conversely, for the case
of 100 pulsars the Fe statistic is more sensitive by a factor
of ∼ 2 for almost all frequencies. This is due to the differ-
ent scaling relations of the statistics vs. the number of pulsars
(Fe ∝

√
M while Fp ∝ M1/4). However, the plot shows that

the Fp-statistic is more sensitive at lower frequencies and the
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Figure 5. Sensitivity curves for the Fe and Fp statistics for different PTA
configurations (all pulsars have 100 ns residuals). The thick lines represent
the Fe-statistic and the thin lines represent the Fp-statistic. The black(blue)
curves are for a simulated PTA with 17 pulsars and the sky locations of the
NANOGrav pulsars. The green(gray) curves a for a simulated PTA with 100
pulsars and random sky locations.
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Figure 5. Sensitivity curves for the Fe and Fp statistics for different PTA
configurations (all pulsars have 100 ns residuals). The thick lines represent
the Fe-statistic and the thin lines represent the Fp-statistic. The black(blue)
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Example search
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100 ns white noise
100 ns white noise

+ red noise

25 pulsars with SNR=14 injection
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Preliminary Upper Limits on NANOGrav Data
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Use loudest event statistic to 
produce upper limits in each 
frequency bin.

For each frequency bin we 
inject GWs from SMBHBs with 
random binary orientation, sky 
location, and mass but fixed 
strain, h.

Perform 1000 realizations and 
determine the strain amplitude 
in which                 in 95% of 
realizations 

Finj > F0

About a factor of 7 more constraining than Yardley et al (2011)

Quadratic wall

Integration limit

sky location fitting

3C66B

10
9 M⊙

10
10 M⊙
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Stochastic Background Detection I
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ΩIn general, the likelihood of our data given a stochastic GWB with amplitude      is:

where and

very computationally 
intensive to invert
(Order 10 mins)

Must also search over intrinsic pulsar noise parameters simultaneously with 
the GWB parameters (amplitude and spectral index). This requires O(10^5) 

likelihood calls.

So what can we do?

Σ̃ =





P1 S12 . . . S1M

S21 P2 . . . S2M
...

...
. . .

...
SM1 SM2 . . . PM




r̃ =





r1

r2
...

rM





p(r̃|Ω) =
1�

det 2πΣ̃
exp

�
−1

2
r̃T Σ̃

−1
r̃
�
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Stochastic Background Detection II
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Let 

Auto term Cross term

and expand  to get:

Σ̃−1 =
�
− �P−1Sc + �2P−1ScP−1Sc +O(�3)

�
P−1

And we also expand the determinant out in a similar way: 

ln det Σ̃ = Tr lnP− �2 Tr(P−1ScP−1Sc) +O(�4)

We can now write a “first-order” log-likelihood:

lnL = − 1
2

�
Tr lnP + r̃T P−1r̃− r̃T P−1ScP−1r̃

�

Now we only have to invert the individual auto-covariance matrices. 
This can result in speedups of up to a few orders of magnitude.

Σ̃−1 = (P + �Sc)
−1
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First Order Likelihood Tests
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MDC 1: 36 psr 
100 ns white noise
A=5e-14 

MDC 2: 36 psr 
varying white noise
A=5e-14 

MDC 3: 36 psr 
varying white noise+red
A=1e-14 

Simulated data set:
15 psr, 100 ns white noise
A=4e-15 
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Future Work

• Set upper limits on strain amplitude as function of frequency for continuous GWs 
using coherent F-statistic.

• Use F-statistic methods to place limits the coalescence rate of SMBHBs and 
possibly rule out areas of the mass-redshift parameter space.

• Add higher order terms to likelihood approximation and test on MDC datasets.

• Use First order likelihood to place upper limits on the amplitude or the stochastic 
GWB using NANOGrav data and compare to other methods.
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